adopted by Canadians in the 1960s, the tremendous breadth, diversity and almost chaotic pluralism of the revival's musical and cultural outlook meant that Canadians, in the early 1960s at least, were able to make the revival fully their own. The blending of the national, the international and the local which the revival promoted allowed Canadians to feel, in many respects, that they were participating in, and taking ownership of, what was truly a '' North American'' movement in many senses -a multi-ethnic, multiregional, localized and transnational movement.
BACKGROUND: UNDERSTANDING THE NATURE OF THE FOLK REVIVAL
At the dawn of the twenty-first century we remain surrounded by the legacy of the folk revival. Musicians who provided the active sociopolitical conscience of what Neil Rosenberg called the '' great boom '' of the movement in the 1950s and 1960s -including Tom Paxton, Pete Seeger and Joan Baez -have continued, over the years, to emphasize the linkage between folk-style protest music and political activism. 5 Bob Dylan, perhaps the most famous protégé of the movement, despite his fabled 1965 rejection of its principles and perceived strictures, continues as a significant artistic presence, his desire to create undimmed as he enters his sixties.
6 Most significantly, the recent publication of the first instalment of his autobiography, and his last album Love and Theft, demonstrate that Dylan is more prepared now than ever before to acknowledge, and even celebrate, his folk music roots before a contemporary audience. The folk revival was also reintroduced to the public eye via the gentle, well-observed mockery of the 2004 film A Mighty Wind. Produced by the creators of This is Spinal Tap, the film poked fun at the many idiosyncrasies of the revival, including its political '' hang-ups,'' its abhorrence of commercialism and the eccentric personalities which became its foundation.
7 Although neither as successful nor as well received as Spinal Tap, the film afforded the long-overdue opportunity to laugh, if perhaps somewhat wistfully, at a movement whose optimism, earnestness and naivety appeared so anachronistic amid the controversy and chaos of America in the post-9/11 era.
Despite its professed dislike of commercialism, the folk revival did, inexorably, become imbued with the values of mainstream popular culture. '' Stars'' and '' names'' were created, and many who began their careers performing protest songs in small-town coffee houses -Paul Simon, Joni Mitchell, James Taylor and Janis Ian, to name but a small selectionproceeded to become world-renowned '' singer-songwriters. '' However, as the principal scholarly histories of the movement demonstrate, the folk revival was considerably more multi-faceted than the careers of individual ex-revivalists would suggest.
8 Surrounding these well-known individuals were scores of musicians, enthusiasts, collectors and students who cared little for guitar-toting rebels like Dylan or Paxton, but who joined the ranks of the revivalists in order to satisfy their deep curiosity about the most specific of music styles -be it Chicago blues, calypso music, Appalachian string-band music or New Orleans jug-band music. Their heroes were the unsung traditional musicians who continued to live in rural obscurity while playing their music in the most '' pure'' and ''authentic'' manner possible. It is vital to recognize that the legacy of the folk revival stretched beyond the careers of well-known, individual singers; it could be argued, in fact, that the most important consequence of the movement was its laying of the foundations for contemporary '' world music, '' now a fixture of major significance in the music industry. The love of 1960s revivalists for musical specificity and unusual musical styles helped to create our contemporary appreciation of the infinite variety of music throughout the world. The folk revival, in short, helped to embed the concept of musical pluralism into the consciousness of North America and the Western world in general.
The pluralist character of the folk revival was, partially at least, inherited from the ''first wave'' of the revival in the 1940s and early 1950s (a movement largely comprised of northern, urban leftist intellectual types) and from the cultural movements which had originally informed this initial revivalmost notably the activities of early folklore collectors and the inclusive, folkcultural spirit of the Federal Arts Projects of the Great Depression era. 8 This is demonstrated particularly by the many essays in Rosenberg. The book divides the music of the revival into three sections -'' traditional'' music, '' new aesthetic '' music (i.e. the music of performers such as Dylan or Baez who used folk styles in their own compositions) and '' named systems '' revival music (i.e. the revival of a very specific style of folk music, such as Appalachian fiddle or bluegrass 10 As the Lomaxes and Barbeau worked to reinvigorate the discipline of folklore in North America, their inclusive approach to folk culture was furthered by the work of the New Deal Works Progress Administration's cultural projects during the 1930s in America. Historians of New Deal culture have suggested that the trauma of economic crisis caused Americans to search for spiritual nourishment and antidotes to the overblown materialism which had brought so much catastrophe and misery to their country ; their thirst for folklore was reflected and promoted by the WPA projects in the form of state guides, ethnomusicology projects and folk art-inspired murals.
11 While Canada had no direct '' equivalent '' to American New Deal culture, both countries experienced a resurgence of left-wing political activity during the 1930s, a phenomenon which was to provide another crucial foundation for the folk music revival. The anti-fascist Popular Front, launched by the Communist Party in 1935, and giving particular credence to the various cultures and customs of the '' ordinary people, '' gained support among a broad spectrum of left-leaning artists and thinkers in both Canada and the northern cities of America.
12 The first incarnation of the folk music revival in the 1940s, with its politically inspired square dances and '' hootenannies,'' was a direct consequence of this new passion for the culture of the people.
The temporary decline of this ''first wave '' of the folk revival during the anticommunist 1950s, and its resurgence following the success of the The very nature of the folk revival in the '' boom'' years was predisposed to promote cultural diversity. The movement embraced chaos and contradiction ; not all of its participants welcomed its catholicity, but, nonetheless, a diverse array of musical styles was brought together under the umbrella of the revival. The very '' apparatus'' of the folk revival -principally the coffee houses and festivals at which revivalists gathered, and the magazines which they read -worked to ensure that diversity and universality remained fundamental features of the movement. Coffee houses had, by the early 1960s, become vital gathering-places for folk musicians across North America. The epicentre of the coffee-house scene was in New York City, and particularly in the Greenwich Village area, where, responding to the tastes of many of their clients, coffee-house owners often booked jazz artists -Chet Baker, Charles Mingus and John Coltrane made regular appearances around the Village.
14 By the early 1960s, as folk music became increasingly popular among young intellectuals of the neighbourhood, coffee-house owners responded by promoting their premises as folk music venues where well-known musicians could perform, and where budding talents could experiment. In Greenwich Village, by the early 1960s, folk music could be heard at, among other places, the Café Wha?, the Village Vanguard, Gerde's Folk City and the Gaslight.
Coffee-house '' culture'' spread throughout North America, as young folk music enthusiasts sought suitable venues in their local area, and as entrepreneurs recognized the commercial potential of folk music.
15 These coffee houses were local manifestations of an international movement and, as such, they helped to promote and encourage diversity through the presentation of a wide range of musical acts, and through the promotion and showcasing of all levels of talent. In major folk music neighbourhoods such as Greenwich Village and Yorkville, Toronto, amateur performers would be provided with the opportunity to showcase their material during '' open stage '' nights. In Toronto, for example '' hoot nights '' were held at the Bohemian Embassy coffee house throughout the early and mid-1960s. These evenings were organized by the Toronto Folk Guild, a small, loose affiliation of folk music enthusiasts who first gathered in the late 1950s, and who would come to play an important role in the development of folk music in the city, and in Ontario at large. According to Toronto musician Ken Whiteley, Estelle Klein, who was the head of the Folk Guild, wished to promote as diverse a vision of folk music as possible, and everything from traditional singing, blues and poetry to jug-band and skiffle music was present at these '' hoots. ''
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As significant as the diversity of music presented was the fact that these revival venues were welcoming and encouraging to amateurs as well as to famous professional performers. Indeed, amateurs had a whole range of potential venues from which to choose; in Greenwich Village, many of the '' unknown'' folk music performers would congregate in clubs and coffee houses known as '' baskethouses '' where they might perform short sets and subsequently obtain payment by passing a hat around the audience, while scores of amateur enthusiasts of all levels of ability would join in the weekly communal music sessions in Washington Square simply for enjoyment.
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Other establishments played key roles in encouraging the diversity of the folk revival in particular cities. For example, Israel Young's Folklore Center, which opened in Greenwich Village in 1957, was a vital magnet for folk music enthusiasts in New York; young people gathered there to listen to rare recordings, buy books and discuss folk music with the gregarious owner.
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The Old Town School of Folk Music, also established in 1957 by Frank Hamilton and Win Stracke, played a comparable role within the Chicago '' scene. '' The school, which provided instrumental instruction, lecture series and a forum for discussion for young folk enthusiasts, aimed to encourage local talent, and to foster a view of folk music which was all-embracing, with emphasis placed on '' social'' learning, rather than rigorous, '' classical '' training.
19 Coffee houses, and other, similar venues, were crucial in the promotion of diversity within the folk revival of the late 1950s and early 1960s. They provided a local '' framework '' for a movement which had grown to national proportions, they promoted all levels of talent and they encouraged a plethora of musical styles.
Folk music festivals also helped to promote the diverse character of the folk revival during the late 1950s and early 1960s. Folk festivals were not innovations of this era. However, the folk festival which became particularly central to the '' great boom '' of the 1960s was the Newport Folk Festival, held in Newport, Rhode Island. Each year Newport featured a tremendous variety of acts ; for example, in 1964, according to Sing Out!, the festival showcased '' a melange of 'big names' coupled with lesser-known traditional talent and up-and-coming city artists. '' 20 Southern and Western American music styles were presented, as was the music of other ethnic and cultural groups within America. Folk revival participants often sought to be informed as well as to be entertained, and thus academic perspectives on folk music were provided at the 1964 festival by distinguished folklorists such as D. K. Wilgus and Alan Lomax.
21
The Mariposa Folk Festival emerged in 1961 as a Canadian parallel to the Newport Festival. The initial festival was organized by Ruth Jones, Crawford Jones and Pete McGarvey, and was held in Orillia, a small town north of Toronto.
22 The original festival was a very small-scale affair, but gradually it grew in strength and began to feature a diversity of performers -a mixture of the traditional and the neo-traditional, the popular folk ''stars, '' the commercial and the unusual, from Canada, America and beyond. The festival programmes comprised short biographies of the performers as well as educational articles and essays on specific folk music styles; folklorist Edith Fowke contributed a piece on Ontario folk music and Leigh Cline wrote an article on old-time music.
23
Newport and Mariposa were both highly diverse festivals, and many former participants saw no need to interpret their agendas as having been anything other than a desire to represent as many styles of folk music as possible. Nevertheless, Newport was the larger gathering, and it pre-dated the Canadian festival by a year ; it may, therefore, be worthwhile to consider the extent to which the Mariposa organizers were concerned with creating a festival which was not '' in the shadow '' of Newport, and whether or not issues of '' Canadian-ness'' played any part at all in their agenda. Evidently some organizers and commentators did think that Mariposa should be a '' Canadian'' festival ; considerable attention was given to this issue in a 1963 edition of Hoot magazine, a Canadian revival periodical. Ed Cowan, publicity director for Mariposa in 1963, suggested that the creation of a nationally focussed perspective had been '' the hottest single issue'' for the festival, and that Canadian performers were being urged by many to collect and present more Canadian material.
24 Jack Wall, director of the festival that year, stated, in the same magazine, that it was his aim to make Mariposa '' a truly Canadian event. '' Neither contributor explained in detail what constituted a '' Canadian'' sound -that is, whether Canadian music was simply a form of folk music which originated firmly in Canada, or whether its '' Canadian'' quality was something less evident which had to be discerned by intuition.
25 However, the brief pieces in this edition of Hoot certainly seem to suggest that discourse on the folk revival and on its relationship with Canadian identity was both prolific and significant.
However, it is arguable that those who wished to '' Canadianize'' the Mariposa festival in this way were not the representative majority, but merely a small faction within the organizing committee and audience. The folklorist Edith Fowke helped to promote a '' Canadian'' focus at Mariposa. Fowke, who contributed a great deal to workshops and programmes at the 27 Klein was greatly influenced by the eclectic nature of the Newport Folk Festival, and hoped to create, in Mariposa, a festival of a similar breadth and diversity. She was not overly concerned with the creation of a '' Canadian'' festival, although fellow organizers continued to believe that this was a priority. Feeling the necessity to provide for young folk music enthusiasts ''a breadth of knowledge '' of their subject of interest, she set about bringing in as great a diversity of musicians as possible.
28 By the early 1970s she had established, at Mariposa, workshops for Native culture and for francophone folklore, and she would attend small festivals organized by particular ethnic groups and invite some of their participants to appear at Mariposa.
29 For Klein, therefore, the idea that the Mariposa Festival should be recognizably '' Canadian'' was not as significant as the drive to make the Festival, like its sister festival in Newport, as varied as possible.
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The magazines of the revival also served to encourage further this fascination with musical diversity. Sing Out !, which had begun in 1946 as the left-wing People's Songs Bulletin, had by the early 1960s become a widely read and widely available publication.
31 Although it retained much of its political character, the magazine was, by the early 1960s, a compendium of brief articles on multifarious styles of music, which presented a wide range of opinions and, indeed, definitions of folk music. While Irwin Silber, the editor, remained the political spokesman of the '' old guard '' of the movement, Israel Young and Pete Seeger showed more willingness to embrace the many more commercialized forms of folk music which had begun to flower in the early 1960s.
Of all the regular contributors to Sing Out !, Pete Seeger was most encouraging of a diverse perspective on the music of the United States. As a political campaigner and enthusiastic folk-song collector, he had spent his life travelling around the country and beyond, and in each edition of the magazine, in his '' Johnny Appleseed Jr.'' column, he recounted tales of his musical and cultural discoveries. Benjamin Filene has argued that Pete Seeger had a particular appeal for many young revivalists because his background as a middle-class, former Harvard student was most similar to theirs ; he revealed to them, through his experiences, that the workaday world of '' the folk'' might be accessible to them.
32 Hence his columns for the magazine, collected in edited form in his autobiographical work The Incompleat Folksinger, helped to form, in the minds of his younger followers, impressions of a world of cultural richness and infinite diversity, a world in which they might have a share, whatever their cultural background -or perceived lack thereof. As he admitted, I am several generations away from whatever folk traditions my great-grandparents had. Now, suddenly I come along and realize my paucity and try and recapture a few traditions. _ My own solution has been to try and learn from other people. I have learned from Negro people, from Jewish people, from Ukrainian people and many others.
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Seeger was thus particularly significant in shaping the universalistic dynamic of the revival, particularly through his writings in Sing Out! Sing Out! was, arguably, one of the most catholic of the folk revival periodicals, catering to the broad spectrum of folk music fans (with the possible exception of those who loved the most commercial of folk music performers) and attempting to reach and respond to as wide a range of readers as possible. However, other major folk music magazines of the '' boom '' period were more specialized and specific in their outlook and intentions. These arguably served to complement the broader perspective of Sing Out ! and to respond to, and shape, the interests of those readers who had more particular opinions on what folk music should be. For example, Broadside magazine was begun in the early 1960s by Agnes '' Sis'' Cunningham, a former member of the left-wing Almanac Singers.
34 This magazine was purely a compilation of music and lyrics for new and old topical songs from all over the world. This emphasized and reflected the interests of those revivalists who believed that folk music should continue to be an instrument of social protest, and also encouraged young people to become more involved in the folk music movement by learning to perform these songs for themselves. The magazine was also an important vehicle for new songwriters -the songs of Bob Dylan and Phil Ochs, among others, were first published in Broadside.
Equally important to the promotion of diversity in the revival, however, were the small-scale, individualistic and often eccentric periodicals known as '' fanzines. '' Among such publications were Gardyloo, which existed for a short time during the late 1950s, and Caravan, begun by Lee Shaw in 1957.
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However, perhaps the most unique, and significant, of such '' fanzines '' was the Little Sandy Review. Begun in 1959 by Paul Nelson and Jon Pankake, two devotees of folk music, the small, cheaply produced magazine consisted solely of reviews of folk records, concerts and festivals. The original edition of the magazine contained a revealing statement from the editors concerning their outlook and purpose :
Our creed is a very simple one. We are two people who love folk music very much and want to do all we can to help the good in it grow, and the bad in it perish. After reading this issue, it should be very apparent to anyone who we think is good and who we think is bad and why. 37 Those musicians whom they deemed '' bad'' were, conversely, mocked unmercifully; anything commercial in orientation was dismissed as '' folkum'' (their term for '' phoney'' folk music), while the efforts of popular performers such as Joan Baez, Judy Collins and Bob Dylan seldom met with approval. constituted ''good '' folk music were, clearly, firm and highly specific, and grounded in a sense of traditionalist music. While it was in existence, the Little Sandy Review was the voice of the self-styled ''experts '' on folk music -those who were disdainful of commercial music and who wished to enter an '' inner circle'' of folk fans through knowledge of specific, particularly traditional, folk genres and performers. Its eccentricity and uniqueness of approach helped to enhance the diversity of opinions, and the awareness of different styles of music, within the folk revival. Owing undoubtedly to its smaller population and folk scene, Canada had fewer domestically produced folk music magazines. Sing Out ! was the preferred periodical of Canadians, and from around 1964 onwards it contained a regular column on Canadian singers and events, focussing particularly on Toronto. However, for a brief period of time, a magazine entitled Hoot! was produced by the Toronto Folk Guild ; with smaller circulation and a limited budget, production of this magazine was irregular, and unlike those of Sing Out! its issues were not punctuated by vigorous debates over commercialism versus purism or authenticity versus imitation. However, Hoot ! did share with its American counterparts an eclectic vision of the revival. One edition contained items on, among other things, old-time southern music, jug bands, black Canadian singer Jackie Washington, ragtime, Bulgarian music, Mike Seeger and Marie Hare, a Canadian singer.
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The magazine contained pieces on Canadian music, contributed by Helen Creighton, Edith Fowke and Estelle Klein, but not disproportionately so. As with the other periodicals of the revival and the music festivals, it reflected the desire of folk music enthusiasts to be knowledgeable about, and experience at first hand, as diverse a range of musical styles, particularly from the North American continent, as possible; apparently, the more obscure and '' rare '' these styles were seen to be, the more they were valued by the revivalists.
CULTURAL DISLOCATION, POLITICS AND THE '' EXCLUSIVE FACTOR'' : EXPLAINING THE PLURALISM OF THE FOLK REVIVAL
The folk revival had developed in the 1930s and 1940s as a consequence of greater cultural awareness and toleration in North America, albeit exhibited by a comparatively small number of people. The most commonly held view of the raison d'être of ''great-boom'' revivalists concerns their apparent longing for community and cultural identity in a sterile, mass culture-driven world. The sixties, or ''baby-boom, '' generation which participated in the folk revival was a generation which grew up amidst comparative social and economic security. 40 The Second World War had not only boosted the ailing economy and brought an end to the Depression that had blighted North America throughout the previous decade, but it had also left Canada and, particularly, America considerably wealthier than the rest of the world. In America, GIs and their families were given unique and unprecedented opportunities as the result of government legislation -including the chance to buy homes (in specially constructed suburbs) and the opportunity to attend university or begin more lucrative careers.
41 Countless families, most significantly those of eastern and southern European Catholic and Jewish backgrounds, benefited from the legislation and commenced a middle-class existence.
42 Considerable abundance and prevalent consumerism were characteristics of life, at least for many white Americans, in the 1950s. suburbs after the war ; she cites statistics of the period which illustrate that the overall standard of living in Canada was, in fact, lower than that of the United States. 44 Korinek also suggests that many Canadian suburbs were not middle-class havens, but run-down working-class areas, a suggestion with which Veronica Strong-Boag, in her study of the hardships of European women in Canadian suburbs, concurs. 45 However, despite differences between the two nations, there is no doubt that spending and consumerism increased in Canada after 1945. As Korinek herself suggests, '' a modest level of affluence'' was to be found in many of the Canadian suburbs, and advertisements, catalogues and technological revolutions reminded consumers that there was always the prospect of more.
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It was into the world of drive-ins, suburban ideals and mass spending that the folk-boom generation was born; indeed, the prosperity, it could be argued, helped to shape them as a distinct group. James Gilbert has demonstrated that postwar white American teenagers stayed at school longer and were more independently affluent than previous generations.
47
Young people in Canada, too, were to a considerable degree sharing in this greater economic and cultural independence. 48 Because many white North American teenagers had never experienced serious economic hardship, they were often perceived to be self-confident, having been afforded the luxury of celebrating their youth rather than seeing it as an obstacle to socioeconomic advancement.
However, middle-class white youth was one of the groups most loudly protesting the perceived cultural disorientation and barrenness of postwar mass society, and in many ways the revival of folk music was part of the remedy for this sense of cultural sterility. 49 Scholars such as Robert Cantwell look at the revival as an attempt by young middle-class white people to regain some kind of ethnic and social identity for themselves whilst rejecting all in music that was, to them, overly-sanitized, mass produced and contrived.
50 Many revival participants were second-and third-generation Europeans; their forebears had fought hard against prejudice and poverty to assimilate into North American society, and in the climate of postwar affluence their offspring were finally reaping the benefits of their efforts. Yet the baby-boomers felt cut off from their heritage in a culture which they perceived to value only conformity, materialism and corporate uniformity at the expense of diversity.
51 A sense of cultural and ethnic identity thus became central to the revivalists. The Old Town School of Folk Music in Chicago, for instance, aimed to encourage young performers to seek out and identify their own roots so that they might understand and celebrate their origins. As Frank Hamilton recalled, '' We said, ' Go back to your parents, your grandparents, and their ancestors. Do your musical genealogy. Learn those songs '. ''
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However, despite the fact that many of the young revivalists were the descendants of '' ethnic'' North Americans -Irish, Italian and, particularly, Jewish -one of the remarkable aspects of the revival of the early decade was the fact that the '' identity '' sought by revivalists was, frequently, not that of their own present or ancestral communities. Rather, the music of other cultures seemed to possess greater mystique ; the music of the western and southern States of America -that is, the regions in which '' the true American folk '' were said to reside -were of particular fascination, but a general preoccupation with '' others '' who appeared to demonstrate cultural cohesion -including Native North Americans, African Americans and European ethnic groups -was demonstrated by revivalists in both countries.
53 By this time the revivalists were often far removed from the immigrant backgrounds of their forebears; while their grandparents had struggled hard to conceal their origins in order to assimilate into North American society, their grandchildren perceived their often urban upbringings, in which ethnicity was at times downplayed, as bland and without cultural distinction. Accordingly, as Oscar Brand noted, '' meaningful '' was 50 As Robert Cantwell demonstrates, revivalists detested the sanitized, derivative music of white '' crooners '' such as Guy Mitchell, Pat Boone and Frankie Avalon. See Cantwell, When We Were Good, 44-51. 51 Ibid.
an adjective frequently employed by young folk revivalists in regard to their choice of music.
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The revivalists' perception of the cultural richness and purity of ''others '' thus led to the focus of the revivalists on a variety of folk groups as a source of ''valid cultural experience. '' 55 Prominent folklorists encouraged the young revivalists to imitate, and become '' advocates'' of, the music of the North American peoples -as demonstrated by Pete Seeger, who was an acknowledged traveller among various cultural and musical worlds and heartily encouraged such imitation and borrowing.
56 Arguments over the '' authenticity'' of imitators versus traditional musicians abounded throughout the revival; imitators were never permitted to forget that, no matter how much they resembled the traditional performers, they would always be considered derivative by factions within the movement. At times there was a bitterness, almost a desperation, about this desire for authentic identity. As Oscar Brand remarked, many of the young singers cannot forgive fate for having started them off in urban environments. They want to be sharecroppers, they want to be dirt farmers, they want to be blind Negro street singers. Since this is denied them, their rage is boundless, and it is turned upon anyone who reminds them of their own roots in modern life.
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The concern with authenticity remained central for the revival, and it was a controversy that would never be resolved, since the quest for, and explanation of, personal and community identity was so vital to the movement. The multi-cultural focus of the revival, and its love of the culturally specific, was partially a result of the apparent identity crisis experienced by the postwar generation in North America, a crisis which remains the focus of much research and discussion.
The eclectic character of the folk revival was also closely related to the political stance of many of these same '' baby-boomers,'' perhaps, in particular, those who attended university. Folk music, during the early 1960s, continued to go hand in hand with political activism, and thus many of those who loved folk music also participated in civil right struggles and in the budding student movement. 58 Folk music, as ''experts '' reminded their disciples during the revival, had been an instrument of social change for centuries. Building on this tradition, the 1960s folk revival intersected with current events ; many student activists were revival participants, and often folk musicians were drawn into political activism by their revival activities, and vice versa. 59 The protest songs of Dylan, Phil Ochs, Tom Paxton and the multifarious contributors to Broadside magazine remain the most direct, obvious link between the revival and 1960s politics, but it is crucial to note that the broader folk movement, with its eclectic perspective, and its particular love of the North American '' folk,'' was inextricably connected to the political philosophies of young people early in the decade. The young white middle-class revivalists, during the early 1960s at least, still maintained faith in the government to bring about political and social change for the better, and believed that the democratic system would triumph in attaining equality for all social and racial groups. The achievement of '' unity in diversity '' was a major goal for the youth and civil rights movements of the early 1960s, and the revival reflected and promoted this aspiration. The naive, perhaps presumptuous, attitude of white youth in the early 1960s that the world might quite easily become a place of diverse peoples in harmony, and their belief in what Daniel J. Gonczy calls the '' political and ideological mirage which eloquently bespeaks solidarity, '' 60 serves to explain, in part, the appeal of folk music to socially conscious young people in the early 1960s, and the celebration of cultural pluralism which became so integral to the revival. As student-based movements such as the American Students for a Democratic Society and the Canadian Students' Union for Peace Action (SUPA) devoted themselves to the causes of black civil rights, Native rights and assisting the poor, so too did folk music enthusiasts embrace, above all, and romanticize, the music of groups such as African Americans, Native Canadians and the poor white southern and southwestern Americans.
Canadian student protesters who participated in SUPA, in civil rights and in other related humanitarian ventures were, to a considerable extent, driven by a sense of economic and social commonality with their American peers; many believed that Canada, as a Western capitalist country dominated by white people, should share the responsibility of domestic and global exploitation with its southern neighbour. 61 However, there were some Canadian students for whom activism signified, above all else, a stance highly critical of the United States ; these students often advocated that their fellow Canadians should take a nationalistic stand against '' imperialistic'' America. 62 Between the two extremes were those who possessed attitudes which resembled, yet also differed from, those of their American counterparts. Their position on civil rights, for example, was often tempered by the feeling that, historically, racism in Canada had been less endemic than in the United States. Ken Whiteley, a Toronto musician who declared that it was to a considerable degree issues of social protest that motivated him to become part of the folk revival, believed that perspectives were different among Canadian youth '' perhaps because we were not living to the same extent with the same legacy of racism _ Not to say that Canada doesn't have its own legacy of racism, but a different one. Certainly much less pronounced.'' 63 This sense of Canadian racism -against black people and against Natives, in particular -having been widespread, but not as potent as in America, was pervasive, and this viewpoint continues, whether accurate or not, to be expressed. Nonetheless, young Canadians who were sympathetic to civil rights did, to a great extent, consider the movement to be of relevance to them and joined with their American counterparts in supporting, and drawing inspiration from, the black freedom fighters of the southern states. In the early 1960s young people in both countries longed for unity and for understanding among cultures, and the pluralism of the folk revival mirrored and helped to promote their optimistic and inclusive political outlook.
Involvement in the revival also carried connotations of exclusivity during the early 1960s, something that was extremely important to many young people at this time. If folk music was not entirely a commercial fad, then it was certainly a cult movement which possessed an ''in-crowd'' mystique. Involvement in the folk revival was, in the early 1960s, an indication that one aspired to be intellectual and rebellious, something which seemed incongruous to many older traditional musicians, but which was partially inherited from the beatniks of the 1950s, and which would later leave its imprint on the late 1960s rock music culture. Like the beatnik movement, the folk revival attracted many aspiring young intellectuals; folksinger Roy Berkeley recalled that he had found folk music '' not only naive but also embarrassing '' until he went to Greenwich Village to meet the intellectuals whose ranks he longed to join. '' They were intellectuals, thinkers, questioners. And what kind of music did they like ? Folk music! I began to look at folk music with a different eye, '' he recalled.
64 Thus, for a brief period, folk music was the music of young people who considered themselves discerning and sophisticated.
In an effort to maintain integrity within the revival, commentators often noted that young participants would compete with each other with a mentality which was jokingly termed '' folkier than thou. '' In their efforts to demonstrate that they were devotees only of the '' purest '' folk music, these revivalists would involve themselves in increasingly obscure forms and styles of music, thus inadvertently further widening the scope of the movement.
The diverse character of the folk revival enabled enthusiasts effectively to ''progress '' from accessible and popular styles of music to the more rare and specialist genres. As Oscar Brand noted, Experts aver that many folk fans took up the art in order to be different from the average American. As more people became aficionados, the early adherents were forced to espouse more esoteric forms of folk music -turning from Burl Ives to Bascom Lamar Lunsford, from Lunsford to Pete Steele, and from Pete Steele to whichever backwoods minstrel was as yet undiscovered by the masses. That this group does not represent the majority _ is self-evident.
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Thus, according to Brand, the more popular folk music became in the mainstream sector, the more obscure and specific the interests of the revivalists. Once again, the '' apparatus'' of the folk revival served to encourage, and mould the views of, those with special interests or strong opinions on folk music. The workshops held at the major folk festivals encouraged discourse and discussion on very specific genres of folk music, be it bluegrass or traditional Ontario song. Magazines such as the Little Sandy Review catered especially for those who wanted to enter the self-styled '' inner circle '' of folk music '' experts.'' Sing Out !, in accommodating the views of all parties, ensured that such '' experts'' could both make their opinions known and argue with those who disagreed with them. Ultimately, the presence of those '' experts'' who valued the most '' rare'' or '' authentic'' folk music, whatever the shortcomings of their attitudes, served also to promote the revival's eclecticism, and ensured that its enquiring spirit and love of detail were kept alive.
CONCLUSION
The folk revival of the early 1960s in America and Canada was a movement which promoted a vision of the North American continent as a vast patchwork of multi-ethnic, pan-regional societies and cultures. During the early decade there appeared to be little emphasis on nationalism for either the Canadian or the American revival. A sense of Canadian difference was felt in the early movement, but was never outlined in a coherent manner; rather the movement, which had its principal origins in the United States, appealed at this time to Americans who sought a new identity, and to Canadians for whom the North American, pluralistic focus of the movement seemed perfectly relevant.
Gradually, as historians have shown, this changed. 66 The idealistic outlook of youth in the early 1960s became soured by events in Vietnam and by the proven naivety and impracticality of its political movements. As American youth became disillusioned with their country, celebrations of the forthcoming Canadian centennial were encouraging Canadians to consider themselves proud to be separate from the United States, and to celebrate their ''identity, '' whatever that might be. Simultaneously, events at the 1965 Newport Folk Festival apparently brought the halcyon days of the folk revival to an end. Bob Dylan's '' electric'' performance at the festival was, however, perhaps less a decisive ending than it was an indication that not merely folk revival music, but also politics and popular music in general, were altering and evolving. The relationship between folk music and national identity in both Canada and America also changed accordingly.
As Canadians, infused with the nationalism of the centennial era, sought to find ways to portray their folk musicians and singer-songwriters as distinctively '' Canadian,'' many prominent American singer-songwriters with roots in the folk revival, such as Paul Simon and James Taylor, turned inwards, sheltering from the concerns of the outside world which had so preoccupied revivalists.
67 '' Ethnic revivals, '' which thrived in North America in the 1970s and 1980s, owed much to the pluralism of the 1960s revivals, but movements such as the revivals of Klezmer and Celtic music often adopted a retrogressive and nostalgic approach to ethnicity and music, perhaps in reaction to the political crises of the 1970s. 68 Nevertheless, despite changing motivations and outlook, ''folk music'' has remained, by definition, an intensely diverse and catholic musical genre in North America and beyond. However, at no time since the early 1960s has this diversity been viewed with such self-conscious, unified optimism as was exhibited by the postwar folk revivalists.
